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.kinder Category:2001 video games Category:2001 in Italy Category:Video games developed in Italy Category:Multiplayer and single-player video games. J. 2000,, 112, 1415 [^1]: The reduced FWHM is the full width at half maximum of a Gaussian profile fitted to the integrated flux, normalized to one. [^2]: The line-of-sight velocity dispersion for the disk, $\sigma$, is defined as: $\sigma^{2} =
\frac{1}{3} v^{2} - \frac{1}{3}\sigma_{R}^{2}$, where $v$ is the rotational velocity, and $\sigma_{R}$ the radial velocity dispersion. [^3]: The FWHM of the profiles is greater than the line dispersion by about $30\%$. [^4]: NGC 5965 is actually a group, being the only galaxy that is not considered a “globular cluster” in the Lin et al. (1979) classification, as its absolute magnitude is brighter than
1 $L_{\odot}$. [^5]: Except for NGC 5965, which shows no Gaussian component in its profile. [^6]: We refer to the median absolute deviation, MAD, as in Press et al. (1992). The MAD is the median of the absolute deviation of the values from the median, $|x-\mu|$, while the standard deviation is the median of $|x-\mu|$. The former is a better estimator of the dispersion, while the latter gives a
more realistic estimation of the uncertainty. c++, se-en, c#, java) ------ amrrs Awesome featur!! One suggestion can be to support `append` to the end of the indented multiline code. Currently if I type `> const a = 1`, I am not able to type `= 2` while indenting. ~~~ tbch Excellent suggestion. We'll take care of it. ------ wtyr Great stuff, keep it up! ------ automaton _el@te-mb:~/devel/ocaml_ ocamlfind
ocamlbuild -- - f678ea9f9e
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